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ABSTRACT: Weaning covers the entire process of liberating the patient from mechanical support and from the endotracheal tube. Many controversial questions remain concerning the best methods for conducting this process. An International Consensus Conference was held in April 2005 to provide recommendations regarding the management of this process. An 11-member international jury answered five pre-defined questions. 1) What is known about the epidemiology of weaning problems? 2) What is the pathophysiology of weaning failure? 3) What is the usual process of initial weaning from the ventilator? 4) Is there a role for different ventilator modes in more difficult weaning? 5) How should patients with prolonged weaning failure be managed?

The main recommendations were as follows. 1) Patients should be categorised into three groups based on the difficulty and duration of the weaning process. 2) Weaning should be considered as early as possible. 3) A spontaneous breathing trial is the major diagnostic test to determine whether patients can be successfully extubated. 4) The initial trial should last 30 min and consist of either T-tube breathing or low levels of pressure support. 5) Pressure support or assist-control ventilation modes should be favoured in patients failing an initial trial/trials. 6) Noninvasive ventilation techniques should be considered in selected patients to shorten the duration of intubation but should not be routinely used as a tool for extubation failure.
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Weaning from mechanical ventilation is an essential and universal element in the care of critically ill intubated patients receiving mechanical ventilation. Weaning covers the entire process of liberating the patient from mechanical support and from the endotracheal tube, including relevant aspects of terminal care. There is uncertainty about the best methods for conducting this process, which will generally require the cooperation of the patient during the phase of recovery from critical illness. This makes weaning an important clinical issue for patients and clinicians. Immediate, uncomplicated post-operative extubation is excluded from the scope of the current statement.

CONSENSUS ORGANISATION
In April 2005, a two-day International Consensus Conference in Intensive Care Medicine sponsored by five scientific societies was held in Budapest, Hungary, on the subject of weaning from mechanical ventilation. International Consensus Conferences in Intensive Care Medicine were first introduced in Europe in the early 1990s [1] and were extended to North America in the mid-1990s. The methods of such conferences were specified by the National Institutes of Health [2].

The organisational process was as follows. The International Consensus Liaison Group (ICLG) representing the five sponsoring societies design-
CONSENSUS DEVELOPMENT
The jury held sessions during the 2 days following the Conference, developing and writing a draft of their consensus statement, which was also partially discussed with one of the scientific advisors. The process of consensus formation involved informal discussions during the 2-day sessions. One inconclusive discussion regarding classification of weaning groups required resolution via a formal vote. The jury had unrestricted access to Medline for consulting the literature during its deliberations.

Accordingly, the consensus statement presented hereafter represents the jury’s analysis of the experts’ oral and written presentations and the relevant literature. Although the jury did not apply a formal evidence-based review of the material available, it followed the general methods of this extensively used consensus process. Subsequently, the consensus statement was finalised through e-mail discussions among members of the jury. The consensus statement includes the jury’s opinion on ongoing debates, uncertainties and recommendations for clinical practice and further research.

The consensus statement was approved by the board of administrators of the five organising societies and submitted for peer review by the lead organisation’s journal.

THE JURY ANSWERED THE FOLLOWING FIVE SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
1) What is known about the epidemiology of weaning problems? 2) What is the pathophysiology of weaning failure? 3) What is the usual process of initial weaning from the ventilator? 4) Is there a role for different ventilator modes in more difficult weaning? 5) How should patients with prolonged weaning failure be managed?

QUESTION 1: WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF WEANING PROBLEMS?

Weaning process
As illustrated in figure 1, Törn [3] proposed at this conference a series of stages in the process of care, from intubation and initiation of mechanical ventilation through initiation of the weaning effort to the ultimate liberation from mechanical ventilation and successful extubation. These six stages are defined in table 1 and are as follows: 1) treatment of acute respiratory failure (ARF); 2) suspicion that weaning may be possible; 3) assessment of readiness to wean; 4) spontaneous breathing trial (SBT); 5) extubation; and possibly 6) reintubation. It is important to recognise that delay in reaching stage 2, the suspicion that weaning may be possible, and beginning stage 3, assessing readiness to wean, is a common cause of delayed weaning. Stage 2 begins when the clinician first thinks there is a reasonable probability of weaning success. Stage 3 begins when the clinician actually initiates a process of daily tests of readiness to wean in order to confirm this suspicion. Stage 3 ends when the results of the daily test cause a reassessment of the probability to a high enough level to justify an SBT. The weaning process begins with the first SBT, defined as a T-tube trial or a low-level pressure support (≤8 cmH₂O; see Question 2).

There is much evidence that weaning tends to be delayed, exposing the patient to unnecessary discomfort and increased risk of complications, and increasing the cost of care. Time spent in the weaning process represents 40–50% of the total duration of mechanical ventilation [4–7]. Esteban et al. [7] demonstrated that mortality increases with increasing duration of mechanical ventilation, in part because of complications of prolonged mechanical ventilation, especially ventilator-associated pneumonia and airway trauma [8]. Moreover, mechanical ventilation costs ~US$2,000 per day [9]. Subjects receiving prolonged mechanical ventilation account for 6% of all ventilated patients but consume 37% of intensive care unit (ICU) resources [10].

The incidence of unplanned extubation ranges 0.3–16% [11]. In most cases (83%), the unplanned extubation is initiated by the patient, while 17% are accidental [11]. Almost half of patients with self-extubation during the weaning period do not require reintubation [12], suggesting that many patients are maintained on mechanical ventilation longer than is necessary. Increase in the extubation delay between readiness day and effective extubation significantly increases mortality. In the study by Coplin et al. [13], mortality was 12% if there was no delay in extubation and 27% when extubation was delayed. Thus, criteria for readiness to begin weaning (see Question 3) should be systematically evaluated each day to allow prompt initiation of weaning as soon as the patient is ready [14]. This will shorten the weaning process and minimise time on mechanical ventilation [5]. This is also an independent predictor of successful extubation and survival [15].

Definitions of weaning success and failure
In most studies, weaning failure is defined as either the failure of SBT or the need for reintubation within 48 h following extubation [16, 17]. Failure of SBT is defined by: 1) objective indices of failure, such as tachypnoea, tachycardia, hypertension, hypotension, hypoxaemia or acidosis, arrhythmia; and 2)
subjective indices, such as agitation or distress, depressed mental status, diaphoresis and evidence of increasing effort (see Question 3) [5, 16–18]. Failure of a SBT is often related to cardiovascular dysfunction or inability of the respiratory pump to support the load of breathing. Extubation failure may be related to the same causes [19, 20], in addition to upper airway obstruction or excessive secretions [11].

Failure of extubation is associated with high mortality rate, either by selecting for high-risk patients or by inducing deleterious effects such as aspiration, atelectasis and pneumonia [21]. Interestingly, mortality is not especially increased when failure of extubation is related to upper airway obstruction (one out of nine patients; 11%) but is markedly increased in the other cases (19 out of 52 patients; 36%) [22]. Predictors of extubation failure have been reported [23], such as excess secretions, arterial carbon dioxide tension ($P_{a,CO_2}$) >5.99 kPa (45 mmHg), duration of mechanical ventilation >72 h, upper airway disorders and a prior failed weaning attempt.

Rate of weaning failure after a single SBT is reported to be 26–42% (table 2) [17, 22]. This variation in the rate of weaning failure among the studies may be due to differences in the definition of weaning failure, especially differences in the subjective indexes used to define failed SBT, or variation in the patients studied. For instance, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) appears as an independent risk factor for increased duration of weaning and weaning failure [18]. VALLVERDU et al. [17] reported that weaning failure occurred in as many as 61% of COPD patients, in 41% of neurological patients and in 38% of hypoxaemic patients. Contradictory results exist regarding the rate of weaning success among neurological patients [13, 17]. The study by COPLIN et al. [13] of brain-injured patients demonstrated that 80% of patients with a Glasgow coma score <8 and 91% of patients with a Glasgow coma score <4 were successfully extubated. Finally, as shown in table 2, in 2,486 patients from six randomised studies, 524 patients failed SBT and 252 failed extubation after passing SBT, leading to a total weaning failure rate of 31.2%. [16–18, 22, 24, 25].

Several studies have recently proposed the use of noninvasive ventilation (NIV) for extubated patients in different clinical situations, including prophylactic intervention in COPD patients who failed SBT [26], patients with repeated SBT failure [27] and post-surgical patients. However, the effectiveness of NIV remains to be determined.

The increased use of NIV raises the question of how to define weaning success or failure. The current authors propose the following definitions. Weaning success is defined as extubation and the absence of ventilatory support 48 h following the extubation. Weaning failure is defined as one of the following: 1) failed SBT; 2) reintubation and/or resumption of ventilatory support following successful extubation; or 3) death within 48 h following extubation.

Since NIV may allow extubation while mechanical ventilation is continued in the form of NIV, an intermediate category...
called “weaning in progress” is recommended for patients who are extubated but remain supported by NIV.

Classification of patients

A new classification of patients into three groups is proposed, as suggested by Brochard [28] during the International Concensus Conference, according to the difficulty and length of the weaning process (table 3).

The simple weaning group includes patients who successfully pass the initial SBT and are successfully extubated on the first attempt. This group, named group 1, represents ~69% of weaning patients (table 2). Prognosis in this group is good, with an ICU mortality of ~5% [17, 22] and an in-hospital mortality of ~12% [22]. The remaining patients (~31%) represent groups 2 and 3. In this population, ICU mortality is ~25% [17, 22].

Group 2, difficult weaning, includes patients who require up to three SBT or as long as 7 days from the first SBT to achieve successful weaning.

Group 3, prolonged weaning, includes patients who require more than three SBT or >7 days of weaning after the first SBT. Indeed, in the study by Esteban et al. [22], the 75th percentile for duration of weaning for all patients, for those with COPD and those with acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) was 4, 5 and 6 days, respectively. Moreover, estimating from the survival curves from the studies by Esteban et al. [16] and Brochard et al. [18], about half of the patients who failed initial SBT (group 2) still required mechanical ventilation at day 7.

### TABLE 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group/category</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple weaning</td>
<td>Patients who proceed from initiation of weaning to successful extubation on the first attempt without difficulty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult weaning</td>
<td>Patients who fail initial weaning and require up to three SBT or as long as 7 days from the first SBT to achieve successful weaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prolonged weaning</td>
<td>Patients who fail at least three weaning attempts or require &gt;7 days of weaning after the first SBT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SBT: spontaneous breathing trial.

### TABLE 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathophysiology</th>
<th>Consider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Respiratory load</strong></td>
<td>Increased work of breathing: inappropriate ventilator settings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduced compliance: pneumonia (ventilator-acquired); cardiogenic or noncardiogenic oedema; pulmonary fibrosis; pulmonary haemorrhage; diffuse pulmonary infiltrates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Airway bronchoconstriction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased resistive load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>During SBT: endotracheal tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-extubation: glottic oedema; increased airway secretions; sputum retention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cardiac load</strong></td>
<td>Cardiac dysfunction prior to critical illness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased cardiac workload leading to myocardial dysfunction: dynamic hyperinflation; increased metabolic demand; unresolved sepsis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neuromuscular</strong></td>
<td>Depressed central drive: metabolic alkalosis; mechanical ventilation; sedative/hynotic medications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Central ventilatory command: failure of the neuromuscular respiratory system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peripheral dysfunction: primary causes of neuromuscular weakness; CINMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neuropsychological</strong></td>
<td>Delirium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anxiety, depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metabolic</strong></td>
<td>Metabolic disturbances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Role of corticosteroids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hyperglycaemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nutrition</strong></td>
<td>Overweight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Malnutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ventilator-induced diaphragm dysfunction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SBT: spontaneous breathing trial; CINMA: critical illness neuromuscular abnormalities.
Therefore, the current authors estimate that ∼15% of patients would be in the prolonged weaning group (group 3).

Recommendations
Patients can be readily categorised into three groups based on the difficulty and duration of the weaning process. Clear definitions of the timing, stages and outcomes of the weaning process will support further research in weaning. Clinicians should evaluate readiness for weaning early in the hospital course to allow prompt initiation of the weaning process. An efficient weaning process reduces time on the ventilator and improves patient outcomes.

Further research
Further study is needed of the effectiveness of NIV in the process and outcomes of weaning. The proposed definitions of the weaning process and the groups of patients who undergo weaning need to receive careful testing and scrutiny. Studies of the patients' outcomes in the difficult weaning and prolonged weaning groups are needed.

QUESTION 2: WHAT IS THE PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF WEANING FAILURE?
A thorough and systematic search for potentially reversible pathologies should be conducted in all patients who did not fulfill simple weaning as previously defined. Using the definitions put forth in this statement, this places the patient in group 2, and reversible aetiologies for weaning failure may be categorised as follows: respiratory load, cardiac load, neuromuscular competence (central and peripheral), critical illness neuromuscular abnormalities (CINMA), neuropsychological factors, and metabolic and endocrine disorders (table 4). These same factors should be sought in group 3 patients, who have required mechanical ventilation for >7 days. The pathophysiology of weaning failure in group 3 may be complex and multifactorial. Irreversible lesions may become apparent at this time point or clearly delineated issues (e.g. cardiac dysfunction or CINMA) may be difficult to optimise or slow to resolve. In this group of chronically critically ill patients it is imperative that there is a disciplined approach to ongoing surveillance for any reversible or remediable factors.

Respiratory load
The decision to attempt discontinuation of mechanical ventilation has largely been based on the clinician's assessment that the patient is haemodynamically stable, awake, the disease process has been treated adequately and that indices of minimal ventilator dependency are present (e.g. inspiratory oxygen fraction (FiO₂) ≤ 0.5, positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) ≤8 cmH₂O, arterial oxygen tension (PaO₂)/FiO₂ > 200 kPa (150 mmHg), arterial oxygen saturation > 90%). The success of weaning will be dependent on the ability of the respiratory muscle pump to tolerate the load placed upon it. This respiratory load is a function of the resistance and compliance of the ventilator pump. Normal respiratory system resistance is <5 cmH₂O L⁻¹ s⁻¹. Normal respiratory system static compliance is 0.06–0.1 L cmH₂O⁻¹. Improvement in static lung compliance may alert the clinician to the potential for weaning from mechanical ventilation and has been incorporated into a computer-driven model [29] where a plateau pressure of ≤30 cmH₂O for a tidal volume (Vₜ) ≥ 8 mL kg⁻¹ is included in the algorithm prior to decreasing levels of pressure support ventilation (PSV). Maximum inspiratory pressure has been used to assess inspiratory muscle strength, measured either after negative pressure is maintained for 1 s after a forceful expiration to residual volume or using a unidirectional expiratory valve. A maximum inspiratory pressure value of ≤20–25 cmH₂O has been referenced as a predictive index for successful weaning [30, 31].

An excess work of breathing (WOB) may be imposed by inappropriate ventilator settings (e.g. inadequate inspiratory flow rate or flow trigger setting) resulting in ventilator dysynchrony [32]. Components of such dysynchrony include the lead time between onset of inspiratory effort and the onset of flow delivery, respiratory effort after onset of flow, ineffective triggering, expiratory effort prior to switchover from mechanical inflation to exhalation, and the effect of high intrinsic PEEP (representing a threshold load).

Reduced pulmonary compliance may be secondary to pneumonia, cardiogenic or noncardiogenic pulmonary oedema, pulmonary fibrosis, pulmonary haemorrhage or other diseases causing diffuse pulmonary infiltrates. Pneumonia is common in critically ill patients, either as the primary admission diagnosis or as a subsequent ventilator-acquired pneumonia. Ventilator-acquired pneumonia has a variable incidence of 9–67% [33] and an attributable mortality of up to 50%. Shortening the weaning process is an important goal in reducing the incidence of ventilator-acquired pneumonia [27, 34]. However, adequate treatment of the underlying disease process is a prerequisite to extubation. The need for reintubation is associated with a 4.5-fold increased risk of nosocomial pneumonia [21]. Therapeutic guidelines and recommendations for reducing the incidence of ventilator-acquired pneumonia have been recently published [35]. Reduced pulmonary compliance attributable to cardiogenic or noncardiogenic pulmonary oedema should be considered, with optimisation of cardiac function and clearance of lung water instituted as clinically indicated. Reduced pulmonary compliance secondary to pulmonary fibrosis (acute or pre-morbid) or reduced chest wall compliance secondary to kyphoscoliosis may be less amenable to treatment (more likely to represent group 3 patient profile). The splinting effect of obesity, abdominal distension or ascites may be further considerations.

Additional load may be related to reversible airway bronchocstriction, which should be addressed prior to SBT. Patients with COPD may also manifest dynamic hyperinflation and reduced compliance when forced to operate at the less efficient upper margin of the pressure–volume curve.

The process of weaning may impose an increased resistive load on the ventilatory muscles, either from the endotracheal tube during an SBT or post-extubation from glottic oedema or increased airway secretions and sputum retention [36–38].

Cardiac load
Many patients will have identified ischaemic heart disease, valvular heart disease, systolic or diastolic dysfunction prior to, or identified during, their critical illness. More subtle and less easily recognised are those patients with myocardial...
dysfunction, which is only apparent when exposed to the workload of weaning.

The transfer of a patient from positive pressure ventilation to spontaneous ventilation is associated with increased venous return and negative intra-thoracic pressure causing increased left ventricular afterload and increased myocardial oxygen consumption. Thus, latent or recognised myocardial dysfunction may become manifest at the commencement of the weaning attempts [39–41]. This is further reflected in the beneficial effects seen with the application of continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) [42] or NIV in cardiogenic pulmonary oedema [43].

There are several contributors to increased cardiac workload. These include: dynamic hyperinflation (intrinsic PEEP), which increases pulmonary vascular resistance, reduces right ventricular filling and impairs cardiac output; the increased metabolic demand of the weaning process; and unresolved systemic disease (e.g. sepsis). There is an obligatory increase in cardiac output to meet the metabolic demand of a weaning trial. Measurable indices include increased serum lactate and decreased mixed venous oxygen saturation (SvO2). Weaning failure has been predicted through the use of SvO2 during SBT [44] or measurement of gastric mucosal pH [45]. Myocardial ischaemia may become manifest during SBT. This may result in reduced left ventricular compliance, pulmonary oedema and increased WOB.

Neuromuscular competence
Liberation from mechanical ventilation requires the resumption of neuromuscular activity to overcome the impedance of the respiratory system, to meet metabolic demands and to maintain carbon dioxide homeostasis. This requires an adequate signal generation in the central nervous system, intact transmission to spinal respiratory motor neurons, respiratory muscles and neuromuscular junctions. Disruption of any portion of this transmission may contribute to weaning failure.

Depressed central drive
With complete absence of central drive, patients do not exhibit any ventilatory activity upon discontinuation from the ventilator, and this persists despite hypercapnia and hypoxaemia. Examples of this may include, but are not limited to, encephalitis, brainstem haemorrhage/ischaemia and neurosurgical complications. It is more challenging to identify a reduction in ventilatory drive. The carbon dioxide responsiveness test may be used to assess this but there are few studies evaluating its utility in critically ill patients. The responsiveness of central drive to carbon dioxide assessed from the 100-ms occlusion pressure has been shown to predict weaning success in a small case series [46].

Central drive may be impeded by metabolic alkalosis, mechanical ventilation itself or the use of sedative/hypnotic medications. Of these three possible contributors, there are only data that link sedative/hypnotic medication use to prolonged weaning. The importance of the contribution of daily awakening and heightened awareness over sedation to prolonged weaning and ICU stay has been established in the literature [47].

Central ventilatory command
Failure of the neuromuscular respiratory system to maintain homeostasis results in an increased central drive to breathe, which in turn may cause ventilatory failure. This pattern may be observed in response to an increased resistive load from upper airway obstruction, an imbalance between mechanical load and respiratory muscle capacity or isolated muscle weakness. Abnormalities of upper airway motor control are a potential cause of extubation failure [37].

Peripheral dysfunction
After respiratory or cardiac causes have been excluded in the difficult-to-wean patient, the contribution of peripheral neuromuscular abnormalities should be considered. These neuromuscular disorders may be common and have been reported in up to 62% of patients in some studies [48]. Primary causes of neuromuscular weakness such as Guillain–Barre syndrome, myasthenia gravis and motor neuron disease are usually apparent before weaning difficulties are encountered. However, occasionally these new diagnoses will be made in the course of investigating the difficult-to-wean patient. Most neuromuscular dysfunction that complicates weaning is acquired during the ICU stay.

Critical illness neuromuscular abnormalities
CINMA are the most common peripheral neuromuscular disorders encountered in the ICU setting and usually involve both muscle and nerve [49]. These disorders were first described in Canada and France in 1984 [50, 51]. The reported prevalence of CINMA in the literature has varied 50–100% and this has been associated with severity of illness, multiple organ dysfunction, exposure to corticosteroids, presence of hyperglycaemia and prolonged ICU stay [52–56]. The diagnosis of CINMA may be made at the bedside using the Medical Research Council score [57] with confirmation by electrophysiological testing and muscle biopsy when appropriate. Clinically significant weakness has been associated with a score <48 [56]. CINMA presents as a motor deficit where muscle weakness is bilateral, symmetrical and most marked in the proximal muscles. Electroneuromyographic studies of the limbs show sensorimotor axonopathy with preserved velocities and decreased amplitude of compound action potentials. Neuromuscular transmission is normal except in the case of prolonged neuromuscular blockade. In patients with severe muscle involvement, decreased motor action potentials and fibrillation potentials may resemble a motor axonopathy and a true distinction between a nerve and/or muscle lesion may be difficult. Myopathy may be confirmed on muscle biopsy and type II fibre drop-out with a loss of myosin filaments is a consistent finding [58].

Three studies have shown that diaphragmatic electrophysiological abnormalities are common in patients with locomotor electoneuromyographic abnormalities and were more prevalent when the limb weakness was more severe [52, 59, 60].

The bedside evaluation of respiratory neuromuscular weakness is difficult. Maximum inspiratory pressure and vital capacity are dependent on patient comprehension and cooperation and are hindered by the endotracheal tube. As a result, many have questioned their ability to detect respiratory neuromuscular dysfunction that contributes to prolonged...
weaning [61–63]. Twitch transdiaphragmatic pressure in response to bilateral stimulation of the phrenic nerves can give an effort-independent measure of diaphragmatic contractility [64]. Clinical applicability is limited as this requires placement of both an oesophageal and gastric balloon. The airway pressure at the end of the tracheal tube in response to phrenic nerve stimulation has been proposed to be a noninvasive alternative measure and may have a role in monitoring inspiratory muscle contractility as its correlation to twitch transdiaphragmatic pressure is weak [64].

The contribution of CINMA to prolonged mechanical ventilation has been studied in 10 cohorts of ICU patients [54, 56, 65–72]. Four studies have shown an association between CINMA and an increased duration of weaning or weaning failure [49, 67, 70, 71]. Two of these used multivariable analysis to control for confounding factors and showed that CINMA was an independent risk factor for duration of mechanical ventilation and weaning failure, including the need for tracheostomy [49, 71].

Neuromuscular dysfunction related to CINMA usually improves over weeks [65] but some disability may persist over months and interfere with activities of daily living [73, 74].

**Psychological dysfunction**

Delirium

Delirium, or acute brain dysfunction, is a disturbance of the level of cognition and arousal and, in ICU patients, has been associated with many modifiable risk factors, including: use of psychoactive drugs; untreated pain; prolonged immobilisation; hypoxaemia; anaemia; sepsis; and sleep deprivation [75]. Important literature regarding delirium in critically ill patients has emerged since 2001. The prevalence of delirium has been reported to range 22–80% [76, 77]. It is associated with prolonged ICU stay and is a predictor of higher mortality up to 6 months after discharge from the ICU [77]. A delirium screening tool has been developed and validated but there is no established consensus on treatment [75]. Delirium has not yet proven to be directly linked to weaning difficulties but studies are underway.

Anxiety and depression

Many patients suffer significant anxiety during their ICU stay and the process of weaning from mechanical ventilation. These memories of distress may remain for years [78]. The prevalence of anxiety during ICU is reported to be 30–75% [79, 80]. Patients report the following as important contributors to anxiety: dyspnoea [81]; inability to communicate [82]; and sleep disruption [78].

Sleep studies have shown that patients are unable to rest or sleep, and 25% report nightmares [78]. Furthermore, polysomnographic studies show that ICU patients suffer from frequent arousals and sleep fragmentation [83]. Sleep disruption may be related to ventilatory mode [84] and recent evidence suggests that ambient noise in the ICU may not be a significant contributor as initially thought [85]. Depression may occur as a discrete disorder or in association with ICU delirium [86].

Several strategies have been reported to minimise anxiety during mechanical ventilation. These include: improvement of speech by increasing inspiratory time and PEEP, or ventilating with bi-level PSV [87]; improvement of sleep by minimising noise, light and nursing interventions at night; and the use of relaxation techniques, such as biofeedback. The combination of biofeedback with Vt technique may reduce anxiety and decrease the time to wean from mechanical ventilation [88].

**Metabolic and endocrine**

Metabolic disturbances

Hypophosphataemia, hypomagnesaemia and hypokalaemia all cause muscle weakness. Hypothyroidism and hypoandrenalism may also contribute to difficulty weaning. However, data are not available that specifically evaluate the relative contribution of each of these metabolic derangements to duration of mechanical ventilation weaning failure.

Role of corticosteroids

The importance of corticosteroids in weaning failure, either their relative deficiency or supplementation, needs further analysis. Physiological replacement of steroids is common in current clinical practice as clinicians target an absolute or relative cortisol deficiency [89]. Data from the Corticos study may help further define the role of steroids for the critically ill patient. In one outcome study of survivors of ARDS [74], the absence of corticosteroids was associated with a better functional outcome. The effect of drug dosages needs further elucidation, with higher doses than those recommended for physiological replacement therapy being associated with severe myopathy [72]. Any exposure to exogenous corticosteroids during the ICU stay might cause muscle weakness and possibly contribute to the duration of mechanical ventilation.

Corticosteroid therapy impairs glycaemic control. Significant reduction in the mean duration of mechanical ventilation has been reported in a population of surgical patients in whom a tight glycaemic control regimen was instituted [90]. Whether this effect is translated to a broader group of medical intensive care patients awaits analysis.

**Nutrition**

**Overweight**

The mechanical effects of obesity (overweight is defined as body mass index $\geq 25 \text{ kg} \cdot \text{m}^{-2}$) with decreased respiratory compliance, high closing volume/functional residual capacity ratio and elevated WOB might be expected to impact on the duration of mechanical ventilation. In a secondary analysis of the data for the ARDS Network trials of mechanical ventilation (6 versus 12 mL·kg$^{-1}$·Vt), the duration of mechanical ventilation was similar for overweight and obese patients compared with the normal body weight group (18.5–24.9 kg·m$^{-2}$) [91]. Another study looked at the effect of obesity on length of ICU stay, which was increased, but the duration of mechanical ventilation was not [92].

**Malnutrition**

Although malnutrition has been reported in as high as 40% of critically ill patients, data linking it to weaning difficulty are limited. For instance, in the ARDS Network trials, 4.7% of patients were defined as underweight. Underweight patients, defined as those with a body mass index $<20 \text{ kg} \cdot \text{m}^{-2}$, may suffer depressed ventilatory drive [93], limited muscle mass and weaning difficulty.
**Ventilator-induced diaphragm dysfunction and critical illness oxidative stress**

Ventilator-induced diaphragm dysfunction and critical illness oxidative stress is defined as loss of diaphragm force-generating capacity that is specifically related to use of controlled mechanical ventilation [94]. The pathophysiology comprises muscle atrophy, structural injury, fibro-fatty transformation and remodelling. In rabbit diaphragm models, after 72 h of controlled mechanical ventilation mitochondrial swelling, myofibril damage and increased lipid vacuoles are noted [95]. Oxidative stress may play an important role in this process, with oxidative modifications noted within 6 h of commencing controlled mechanical ventilation [96].

The role of trace element and vitamin supplementations that support antioxidant function in the critically ill patient is evolving. One prospective randomised trial [97] found that α-tocopherol and ascorbic acid supplementation reduced length of ICU stay and duration of mechanical ventilation in a surgical ICU, when compared with un-supplemented controls. Such supplementation, particularly selenium, would appear to be safe in critically ill patients [98], though route (enteral versus parenteral) and dosage require further analysis. It is proposed that this may help attenuate ventilator-induced diaphragmatic dysfunction [94]. Genetic susceptibility to oxidative stress remains unconfirmed.

**Anaemia**

There remains considerable debate as to the desired haemoglobin level when considering whether a patient is suitable for weaning. Previous weaning guidelines referenced a haemoglobin target of ≥8–10 g·dL⁻¹. In a large prospective randomised study, Hebert et al. [99] have reported that a liberal red blood cell transfusion strategy maintaining haemoglobin concentration at 10–12 g·dL⁻¹ does not decrease the duration of mechanical ventilation in critically ill patients. In a smaller group of COPD patients, transfusion led to a significant decrease of both the minute ventilation and the WOB [100]. Randomised controlled trials are needed to help define the appropriate target for different patient populations. The role of erythropoietin in selected patients needs further study.

**Recommendations**

Reversible pathology should be aggressively and repeatedly sought in all patients in groups 2 and 3. Ongoing surveillance for load, neuromuscular competence, metabolic, endocrine and nutrition issues is important. Emerging literature supports a search for CINMA and neuropsychological contributors to weaning failure.

**Further research**

Further research should include epidemiological evaluation of the pathophysiological contributors to weaning failure as the patient moves from acute critical illness with difficult weaning (group 2) to chronic critical illness with prolonged weaning (group 3).

**QUESTION 3: WHAT IS THE USUAL PROCESS OF INITIAL WEANING FROM THE VENTILATOR?**

**Assessing readiness to wean**

Prolonged mechanical ventilation is associated with significant morbidity and mortality. Therefore, weaning should be considered as early as possible in the course of mechanical ventilation. The process of initial weaning from the ventilator involves a two-step strategy. It begins with an assessment regarding readiness for weaning, which is then followed by SBT as a diagnostic test to determine the likelihood of successful extubation. In fact, for the majority of patients, the entire weaning process simply involves confirmation that the patient is ready for extubation. Patients who meet the criteria...

---

**TABLE 5** Considerations for assessing readiness to wean

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical assessment</th>
<th>Adequate cough</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objective measurements</td>
<td>Absence of excessive tracheobronchial secretion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical stability</td>
<td>Resolution of disease acute phase for which the patient was intubated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequate oxygenation</td>
<td>Stable cardiovascular status (i.e. HR ≤140 beats·min⁻¹, systolic BP 90–160 mmHg, no or minimal vasopressors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequate pulmonary function</td>
<td>PEEP ≤8 cmH₂O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adequate respiratory function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SaO₂ &gt;90% on ≤FiO₂ 0.4 (or PaO₂/FiO₂ &gt; 150 mmHg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MIP ≤20–25 cmH₂O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VT &gt;5 mL·kg⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VC &gt;10 mL·kg⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MVt &lt;105 breaths·min⁻¹·L⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No significant respiratory acidosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adequate mentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No sedation or adequate mentation on sedation (or stable neurologic patient)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data taken from [5, 6, 13, 16–18, 22]. C: cardiac frequency; BP: blood pressure; SaO₂: arterial oxygen saturation; FiO₂: inspiratory oxygen fraction; PaO₂: arterial oxygen tension; PEEP: positive end-expiratory pressure; R: respiratory frequency; MIP: maximal inspiratory pressure; VT: tidal volume; VC: vital capacity. 1 mmHg = 0.133 kPa.
reported in table 5 should be considered as being ready to wean from mechanical ventilation. Failing to extubate patients who can in fact be successfully weaned is more injurious than a failed SBT. Since many patients who do not meet all the criteria in table 5 are able to wean successfully from mechanical ventilation, these criteria should be viewed as considerations for probable weaning rather than as strict criteria that must all be met simultaneously.

The initial assessment of the readiness for discontinuation of mechanical ventilation support often involves calculation of the rapid shallow breathing index (RSBI). In general, patients should be considered for an RSBI calculation and subsequent SBT earlier rather than later, since physicians frequently underestimate the ability of patients to be successfully weaned. For many patients, discontinuation of sedation is a critical step that can be achieved by either daily interruption of sedation or continuous titration of sedation to a level that allows the patient to be adequately responsive [47]. An SBT should be considered as soon as possible once the patient meets the criteria in table 5; again, these criteria are to be taken as considerations rather than as rigid requirements. An initial assessment of the likelihood of a successful SBT is appropriate in order to avoid trials in patients with a high probability of failure. However, the predictive value of indices that attempt to predict successful SBT may be low in clinical practice. But it must be considered that pre-test probability of successful weaning, upon which predictive value of indices is based, may be very high because of the late measure of these indices in a majority of patients’ course. The most commonly used test is calculation of the RSBI (respiratory frequency (fR)/VT). A value <100–105 breaths·min⁻¹·L⁻¹ predicts a successful SBT with a reported sensitivity of 0.97 and specificity of 0.65 [62]. In patients in whom the clinical probability of successful weaning is high, the RSBI might be omitted.

### TABLE 6 Failure criteria of spontaneous breathing trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical assessment and subjective indices</th>
<th>Objective measurements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agitation and anxiety</td>
<td>$P_{a,O_2} &lt; 50–60$ mmHg on $F_{IO_2} &gt; 0.5$ or $S_a,O_2 &lt; 90%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depressed mental status</td>
<td>$P_{a,CO_2} &gt; 50$ mmHg or an increase in $P_{a,CO_2} &gt; 8$ mmHg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diaphoresis</td>
<td>$pH &lt; 7.32$ or a decrease in $pH \geq 0.07$ pH units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyanosis</td>
<td>$fV\cdotT &gt; 105$ breaths·min⁻¹·L⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence of increasing effort</td>
<td>$fR &gt; 35$ breaths·min⁻¹ or increased by $&gt; 50%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased accessory muscle activity</td>
<td>$fC &gt; 140$ beats·min⁻¹ or increased by $&gt; 20%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial signs of distress</td>
<td>Systolic BP $&gt; 180$ mmHg or increased by $&gt; 20%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyspnoea</td>
<td>Systolic BP $&lt; 90$ mmHg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cardiac arrhythmias</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data taken from [16, 18, 19, 62, 116]. $P_{a,O_2}$: arterial oxygen tension; $F_{IO_2}$: inspiratory oxygen fraction; $S_a,O_2$: arterial oxygen saturation; $P_{a,CO_2}$: arterial carbon dioxide tension; $fR$: respiratory frequency; $VT$: tidal volume; $fC$: cardiac frequency; BP: blood pressure. 1 mmHg = 0.133 kPa.

---

The spontaneous breathing trial

Multiple studies have examined the methodology for performing an SBT. There appears to be no difference in either the percentage of patients who pass the SBT or the percentage of patients successfully extubated when a T-tube trial is compared with the use of low levels of pressure support (PS), such as 7 cmH₂O [6] or 8 cmH₂O [101] in adults or 10 cmH₂O [24] in paediatric patients, or the use of CPAP [102]. The use of automatic tube compensation (ATC), which adjusts for the assumed resistance of the endotracheal tube, is at least as successful as the use of simple T-tube or low-level PS [103]. PS has been used in previous studies with the purpose of overcoming the resistance of the endotracheal tube. These studies failed to account for the increased resistance of the inflated natural upper airways following extubation, so that post-extubation WOB is best approximated without such compensation [38, 104]. Thus, it does not make sense to use PS for the purpose of overcoming the resistance of the endotracheal tube. The same line of reasoning applies to other modes of ventilation that have been proposed for this purpose, such as ATC. In the case of SBT failure because of a particularly narrow endotracheal tube, ATC may be beneficial. Studies demonstrate that patients who fail an SBT do so within the first ~20 min [22, 62], so the success rate for an initial SBT is similar for a 30-min compared with a 120-min trial [22, 105]. The need for a longer duration trial in patients who have previously failed weaning has not been adequately studied. The impact of low levels ($\leq 5$ cmH₂O) of PEEP during an SBT has not been formally studied but is likely to be small. Due to dynamic hyperinflation, patients with COPD may have improved pulmonary function with CPAP. Reissmann et al. [106] found that patients with COPD were more likely to pass a 30-min SBT when 5–7.5 cmH₂O CPAP was supplied; however, the likelihood of successful extubation in patients who require CPAP during an SBT has not been studied. The increasing use of NIV
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(see Question 4) following extubation may make extubation more appropriate for such patients.

Criteria for passing SBT include respiratory pattern, adequate gas exchange, haemodynamic stability and subject comfort. Six large studies [16–18, 22, 24, 25] demonstrated that only 13% of patients who successfully passed the SBT and were extubated required reintubation (table 2). In patients who do not receive an SBT and are extubated, the failure rate is ~40% [107]. Patients who successfully pass the SBT should be extubated if neurological status, excessive secretions and airway obstruction are not issues. Although depressed mentation is frequently considered a contra-indication to extubation [108], COPLIN et al. [13] demonstrated a low reintubation rate (9%) in stable brain-injured patients with a Glasgow coma score ≤4. KOH et al. [109] found that Glasgow coma score did not predict extubation failure. KIAMEEES et al. [110] demonstrated that poor cough strength and excessive endotracheal secretions were more common in patients who failed extubation following a successful SBT. In patients with neuromuscular ventilatory failure, a peak cough flow of 160 L·min⁻¹ correlated with extubation success [111]. When upper airway obstruction due to oedema is a potential concern, a positive leak test (air leaks around the endotracheal tube after deflation of the cuff) is adequate before proceeding with extubation [112–115].

When patients fail an initial SBT, the criteria of which are reported in table 6, the clinician should review possible reversible aetiologies for failure (see Question 2; table 4). The SBT should be repeated frequently (daily) in order to determine the earliest time at which the patient can be successfully extubated. Although respiratory muscle fatigue has been considered to be a major reason for continuing failure to wean from mechanical ventilation, recent data demonstrate that weaning failure is not accompanied by low-frequency fatigue of the diaphragm [116].

Patients who fail the initial SBT should receive a nonfatiguing mode of mechanical ventilation (generally either assist-control or PSV). ESTEBAN et al. [117] surveyed 412 ICUs in North America, South America, Spain and Portugal regarding ventilator modes and methods of weaning. The weaning method was PS in 36%, synchronised intermittent mechanical ventilation (SIMV) in 5%, SIMV and PS in 28%, intermittent SBT in 17% and daily SBTS in 4%. However, these data were obtained in 1996 and 1997, and subsequent trials demonstrating the inferiority of SIMV and the predictive value of daily SBT have changed these approaches. A subsequent study by ESTEBAN et al. [7] collected data from 361 ICUs in 20 countries during March 1998. ESTEBAN et al. [7] reported that weaning was performed with once-daily SBTS in 89%, multiple weaning trials in 14%, PS reduction in 21%, SIMV in 8.5% and SIMV with PS in 22%. The weaning trials were performed with T-tube in 52% of attempts, CPAP in 19%, PS in 28% and flow in 1% [7]. The choice of mode of ventilation for patients who fail the initial SBT is discussed in Question 4.

Weaning protocols

Weaning protocols may be valuable in standardising the process of weaning. Physicians often fail to recognise patients who may already be ready for extubation. Studies among patients who are accidentally or self-extubated demonstrate that 23% of patients receiving full mechanical ventilation and 69% of patients who have begun weaning do not require reintubation [12, 118]. In fact, 35% of patients who were considered to be unweanable when referred from one facility to another could be extubated without any additional weaning attempts [26]. The percentage of patients who required weaning decreased from 80 to 10% when physician judgment was replaced by protocol management [119]. Protocol-directed daily screening of respiratory function and trials of SBT decrease the time required for extubation, the incidence of self-extubation, the incidence of tracheostomy and ICU costs, and results in no increase or even a decrease in the incidence of reintubation [6, 26, 120–126]. In trauma patients, DRIES et al. [127] reported a decreased incidence of ventilator-acquired pneumonia and death. Weaning protocols are less likely to be effective when the majority of patients are rapidly extubated [128], when physicians do not extubate patients following a successful SBT [108], or when the quality of critical care is already high [129]. Weaning protocols incorporating SBT may be particularly effective in helping physicians utilise the most effective techniques [5]. The use of ventilator bundles that ensure that all patients on mechanical ventilation receive standard therapies to prevent frequent complications, such as ventilator-acquired pneumonia and deep venous thrombosis, might be contemplated [130].

Recommendations

Weaning should be considered as early as possible in patients receiving mechanical ventilation; a majority of patients can be successfully weaned on the first attempt. SBT is the major diagnostic test to determine if patients can be successfully extubated. The initial SBT should last 30 min and consist of either T-tube breathing or low levels of PS (5–8 cmH₂O in adults; ≤10 cmH₂O in paediatric patients) with or without 5 cmH₂O PEEP. SIMV should be avoided as a weaning modality. Weaning protocols are most valuable in hospitals in which physicians otherwise do not adhere to standardised weaning guidelines.

Further research

Future studies should define the minimal criteria required for assessment of readiness for weaning (in order to allow earlier weaning), the need for a screening test such as the RSBI prior to the SBT, identification of patients who pass an SBT but fail extubation, the role of CPAP/PEEP in the COPD patient undergoing SBT, the required duration of the SBT in patients who fail the initial trial, and the specific aspects of weaning protocols which improve weaning outcome.

QUESTION 4: IS THERE A ROLE FOR DIFFERENT VENTILATOR M ODES IN MORE DIFFICULT WEANING?

In patients requiring mechanical ventilation, weaning failure is relatively common, with an estimated prevalence of 31% and a range 26–42% [5, 16, 18, 22]. When initial attempts at spontaneous breathing fail to achieve the goal of liberation from mechanical ventilation, clinicians must choose appropriate mode(s) of ventilatory support which: 1) maintain a favourable balance between respiratory system capacity and load; 2) attempt to avoid diaphragm muscle atrophy; and 3) aid in the weaning process.
**Pressure support ventilation**

PSV is commonly utilised and is the sole mode of mechanical ventilation used during the weaning process in ~21% of patients [7]. PSV can be used during a SBT (not further discussed here) and as a weaning mode in both groups 2 and 3 (previously described). PSV used as the sole mode of mechanical ventilation during initial weaning attempts has been tested in two large randomised controlled trials. The study by Brochard et al. [18] involving 456 randomised patients determined that the use of PSV compared with SIMV and intermittent T-piece trials resulted in shorter duration of weaning (5.7±3.7 days PSV versus 9.9±8.2 days SIMV). During this protocol PSV was decreased from a mean of 19 cmH₂O by 2 or 4 cmH₂O per day. In 130 patients who had failed the initial SBT, Esteban et al. [16] reported that either one daily trial or multiple daily trials of unassisted, spontaneous breathing (T-piece) more substantially reduced the duration of weaning than either SIMV or PSV, the median duration of weaning with each technique being 3, 3, 5 and 4 days, respectively.

For those patients who have repeated difficulty tolerating weaning, i.e. group 3 as previously defined, PSV has also been observed to reduce the duration of mechanical ventilation (see Question 5) [26].

Lastly, it should be emphasised that in several trials (including those mentioned previously) intermittent use of spontaneous breathing via a T-tube was comparable to PSV as a weaning mode. Thus, after failed SBT, the use of progressively increased time on a T-piece is also an effective means of liberating patients from the ventilator.

Overall, there is consensus from the group and strong support from the literature for the use of PSV as a weaning mode after initial failed SBT (for group 2). The use of PSV may also be helpful in liberating patients from mechanical ventilation after several failed attempts at spontaneous breathing (group 3). The literature does not support the use of SIMV alone as a weaning mode and little data exist for the use of SIMV and PSV combined.

**Noninvasive ventilation**

In weaning, NIV has been studied for three different indications, which should be strictly separated. First, NIV has been used as an alternative weaning modality for patients who are intolerant of the initial weaning trial. Secondly, NIV has been used as a treatment option for patients who have been extubated but developed ARF within 48 h. Thirdly, NIV has been used as a prophylactic measure after extubation for patients who are at high risk for reintubation but who did not develop ARF.

Alternative weaning technique for patients who failed conventional weaning

Physiological studies suggest that similar levels of ventilatory support can be delivered by NIV compared to PSV in stable COPD patients who cannot tolerate spontaneous breathing. It has thus been hypothesised that in this select group of patients NIV: 1) might be useful as a bridge to total withdrawal of ventilatory support; and 2) would lower ICU morbidity. Four studies have been published in such a setting [27, 34, 131, 132].

In the majority of studied individuals, patients developed hypercapnia during initial attempts at weaning, and most patients had evidence of COPD. Despite failure of the SBTs, the intervention groups were extubated and placed on NIV via face mask with PSV set to a minimum inspiratory pressure of 15 cmH₂O. The control groups were conventionally weaned with PSV (via standard mechanical ventilation) and extubated, but the details of this procedure are not specified in any of the four published papers. All trials were not blinded and the performing departments had expertise with NIV. Based on these trials the use of NIV for weaning shortened the total duration of invasive mechanical ventilation and ICU stay, and substantially reduced the rate of nosocomial infection. In two studies [27, 34], a significantly higher survival rate could also be found in the NIV group. However, two points need emphasis. First, although early extubation can avoid all of the complications of mechanical ventilation, the patients who fail SBTs may be sick with substantial comorbidities and at risk for extubation failure (discussed further later). Thus, although NIV is useful in very selected populations, its use cannot be recommended for all patients failing a SBT. Secondly, based on the definitions outlined in this statement, patients who are extubated to NIV should not be considered a weaning success until they are completely liberated from NIV as a form of therapy for ARF.

NIV as a prophylactic measure for patients with a high risk for reintubation

Prophylactic use of NIV has been studied in two populations of surgical patients. In two studies [133, 134] CPAP (5–10 cmH₂O) was used to prevent reintubation in patients after major abdominal or vascular surgery. Compared with a control group (post-operative oxygen insufflation), CPAP (mean 7.5 cmH₂O) improved oxygenation and reduced the rate of both reintubation and infection. In the study by Böhmer et al. [133] reintubation rate was not significantly reduced with CPAP. In both studies there was a trend towards a shorter stay in the hospital and a better survival. Lastly, studies are underway for patients from groups 2 and 3 who are at high risk for extubation failure. However, no firm recommendations can be made for this select group of patients.

NIV for the treatment of respiratory insufficiency after extubation (post-extubation failure)

Post-extubation failure is defined mainly by clinical criteria (table 7). It has a mean prevalence of 6.3–17.7% and is associated with increased ICU mortality. Two small single-centre trials [135, 136] studied organ transplant patients who

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 7 Criteria for extubation failure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ft &gt;25 breaths-min⁻¹ for 2 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fc &gt;140 beats-min⁻¹ or sustained increase or decrease of &gt;20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical signs of respiratory muscle fatigue or increased work of breathing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SaO₂ &lt;90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PaO₂ &lt;80 mmHg on FiO₂ &gt;0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypercapnia (PaCO₂ &gt;45 mmHg or &gt;20% from pre-extubation), pH &lt;7.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ft: respiratory frequency; fc: cardiac frequency; SaO₂: arterial oxygen saturation; PaO₂: arterial oxygen tension; FiO₂: inspiratory oxygen fraction; PaCO₂: arterial carbon dioxide tension. 1 mmHg=0.133 kPa.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
developed respiratory insufficiency after extubation. NIV improved oxygenation and reduced the risk significantly, compared with oxygen insufflation alone. PSV was also superior to PEEP [135]. In the study by Antonelli et al. [136], the reintubation rate and the duration of ICU stay were lower in the control group, but neither study revealed an advantage in terms of mortality.

In two large randomised, multicentre studies [137, 138], NIV was evaluated for treatment of acute respiratory insufficiency occurring in the first 48 h after extubation and was compared with standard oxygen therapy. Neither study showed advantages for the use of NIV. In the study by Esteban et al. [138], the NIV group had worse survival compared with the oxygen group. The authors hypothesised that a 10-h delay in reintubation was the cause of the increased mortality in the NIV group [138]. However, both studies have important limitations: in the study by Keenan et al. [137], it is probable that both the inspiratory and expiratory pressures set on the ventilator (10 and 5 cmH₂O, respectively) were too low, and, as the authors point out, the experience of the ICU staff with NIV was limited. The trial conducted by Esteban et al. [138] focused mostly on patients with mild respiratory failure (mean f/min², pH 7.39, Pa,CO₂ 46 mmHg, Pa,O₂ 79 mmHg, at the time of randomisation) and the different modes, ventilator type or settings for mechanical ventilation were not clear. In addition, the criteria for the discontinuation of NIV and the crossover of control patients to NIV were unclear. Lastly, a post hoc analysis of this data revealed a lower reintubation rate for the small number (10%) of patients with COPD included in the trial [138]. Overall, the literature does not support the use of NIV as a treatment for extubation failure.

One important issue to emphasise in all of the NIV trials is patient mix and etiology of the respiratory failure being treated. The evidence for use of NIV in COPD patients and those with hypoxic respiratory failure with concomitant hypercapnic respiratory failure is substantially stronger than in other groups. Careful patient selection is imperative for the use of NIV and for future study design.

In conclusion, NIV cannot generally be recommended for any of the specific topics mentioned previously. However, there is promise that for some subgroups (hypercapnic respiratory insufficiency, especially in COPD patients) NIV may be helpful in expediting the weaning process. Clear criteria for discontinuation of NIV must be defined. Positive effects of a prophylactic CPAP or NIV treatment in patients at risk for reintubation seem likely, but larger studies have yet to confirm this observation.

Continuous positive airway pressure
CPAP applied during spontaneous breathing in patients with acute respiratory insufficiency reduces mean intrathoracic pressure, has beneficial effects on right and left ventricular performance [40, 139], improves oxygenation [134] and reduces the WOB [140]. From a physiological point of view, additional application of PEEP either alone or with PSV seems logical for weaning. However, few prospective studies are available. Feeley et al. [141], in a randomised controlled trial, concluded that PEEP in spontaneously breathing patients may be helpful during weaning of patients with primarily hypoxic respiratory failure. In cardiac surgical patients, typically included in the previously discussed weaning group 1, Baile et al. [142] randomised patients to receive CPAP or T-piece trials prior to extubation and observed no significant difference in oxygenation or time spent on mechanical ventilation. Others have hypothesised that the use of CPAP during weaning may be helpful to prevent immediate post-extubation hypoxaemia; however, compared to T-piece trials no clear improvement in outcomes has been observed. Lastly, CPAP has been used for prophylaxis against post-operative extubation failure. Squadrone et al. [134] observed, in a multicentre randomised controlled trial, that CPAP compared to oxygen supplementation substantially reduced the reintubation rate.

In summary, for group 1 patients, CPAP may be an alternative to standard weaning modes, although its application in group 2 and 3 patients has not been clearly evaluated. In addition, although combinations of CPAP and PSV are commonly applied during the weaning period, there is also a lack of prospective randomised controlled trials to suggest that CPAP is superior to other techniques such as PSV alone or T-tube in the process of weaning from invasive mechanical ventilation.

Automatic tube compensation
The use of ATC, a ventilatory method aimed at compensating for the nonlinear pressure drop across the endotracheal tube during spontaneous breathing, is at least as successful as the use of simple T-tube or low-level PS for weaning from mechanical ventilation [103]. If an SBT fails because of a particularly narrow endotracheal tube, ATC may be beneficial. For more difficult weaning patients (groups 2 and 3) there is a lack of controlled trials to make any meaningful recommendations about the use of ATC.

Proportional assist ventilation
The physiological response to proportional assist ventilation (PAV) has been studied in ventilator-dependent patients with COPD. In comparison to PSV and CPAP, there was no substantial difference in oxygenation, pressure time product and other physiological variables. Only when CPAP was combined with PAV was a more substantial change in these parameters notable [143–145]. PAV is available with some respirators but its application is sometimes regarded as difficult and has not been investigated thoroughly in weaning trials.

Servo-controlled ventilation
Rapid adaptation of the ventilatory support to the changing situations of a patient is one of the major factors determining the length of the weaning process. However, ICU staff resources are often too limited to allow immediate response. Automatic ventilatory modes provide a tool to achieve optimal ventilatory support and an individual level of PS with the aim of rapid extubation. Two such modes, adaptive support ventilation (ASV) and a knowledge-based expert system (Smartcare), have been integrated into conventional intensive care ventilators and are available on the market.

Adaptive support ventilation
ASV is based on a computer-driven closed-loop regulation system of the ventilator settings which is responsive to changes...
in both respiratory system mechanics and spontaneous breathing efforts [146]. At the beginning of mechanical ventilation, the clinician enters the patient’s body weight and sets the desired percentage of minute ventilation (100% being equal to 100 mL·kg⁻¹·body weight·min⁻¹ in adult patients), as well as the F₁₅O₂ level of PEEP and maximal inspiratory pressure. Thereafter, mechanical ventilation starts with closed-loop regulation algorithms based on real-time determination of the expiratory time constant [147]. Adjustment of inspiratory pressure, duty cycle and ft (to ensure an ft and minute ventilation within defined limits) may improve patient-ventilator interactions. Any spontaneous breathing efforts trigger either a pressure-controlled breath or a spontaneous breath with inspiratory PS, the level of which is adjusted to meet the target ft/Vt combination. ASV can thus manage the spectrum of ventilatory support ranging from controlled mechanical ventilation to PS, up to the pre-extubation weaning trial.

Two nonrandomised trials [148, 149] and one randomised trial [150] evaluating ASV during weaning have been published, all focused on post-cardiac surgery patients. Earlier extubation and fewer ventilator adjustments, as well as a reduced need for arterial blood gas measurements and high-pressure alarms have been documented [150]. However, these results should be interpreted with caution, as ASV was compared with SIMV, which has been shown to be the worst weaning mode [16]. Therefore, further studies comparing ASV with other weaning techniques are necessary to gain insights of the utility of this mode.

Knowledge-based expert system

This system, which is presently integrated in a standard ICU ventilator (Evita XL; Dräger, Lübeck, Germany) under the brand name Smartcare®, has been developed over several years and is based on fuzzy logic algorithms [151, 152]. The system follows two main goals. The first is a real-time adaptation of the level of pressure support to maintain the patient within a “comfort” zone. This is defined as a ft of 15–30 breaths·min⁻¹ (ranging up to 34 breaths·min⁻¹ in patients with neurological disease), a Vt above minimum threshold (250 mL if body weight is <55 kg and 300 mL otherwise) and an end-tidal expiratory carbon dioxide below maximum threshold (7.3 kPa (55 mmHg) or 8.6 kPa (65 mmHg) in patients with COPD). To reach these targets, the level of PS is periodically adapted by the system in steps of 2–4 cmH₂O. Secondly, the device also includes an algorithm of a stepwise decrease of PS with the aim of automatically performing an SBT. The system has been shown to maintain a patient in the comfort zone more successfully than clinician-directed adjustments [153]. Additional studies are needed to evaluate its efficacy in difficult weaning.

Controlled mechanical ventilation

Older studies have suggested that in patients weaning from mechanical ventilation there is evidence of diaphragm fatigue and possibly injury. This may occur because the load on the respiratory muscles of patients who fail to wean is increased to levels that would predictably produce fatigue in the respiratory muscles if patients were allowed to continue spontaneous breathing without ventilator assistance (i.e. the tension–time index is substantially increased). Thus, by this logic, the use of controlled mechanical ventilation (CMV) to rest the fatiguing diaphragm seems reasonable. However, LAGHI et al. [116] demonstrated that, despite greater load and diaphragmatic effort, weaning failure patients do not develop low-frequency muscle fatigue, although these patients displayed diaphragmatic weakness. Furthermore, a number of animal studies have demonstrated that CMV induces diaphragm muscle injury (ventilator-induced diaphragm dysfunction) [94]. This phenomenon occurs in animals and is evident after short-term application of CMV. The aetiology is unknown but the observed decrease in diaphragm compound action muscle potentials has been attributed to oxidative stress within the muscle and muscle atrophy. Whether the diaphragm damage attributed to controlled ventilation is indeed larger than during assist-control or PSV remains unclear. Therefore, there is no clear advantage of CMV compared with other ventilatory modes in patients with difficult weaning (group 2).

Recommendations

In group 2 and 3 patients (patients failing prior attempts at SBT), PSV or assist–control ventilation should be favoured. NIV techniques to shorten the duration of intubation should be considered in selected patients, especially those with hypercapnic respiratory failure. NIV should not be routinely used as in the event of extubation failure and should be used with caution in those patients with hypoxic respiratory failure. CPAP may be effective in preventing hypoxic respiratory failure in patients after major surgery; otherwise there is no clear advantage over other modes of mechanical ventilation used during weaning. Servo-controlled ventilation may be an additional tool for reducing time on mechanical ventilation; however, the numbers of studies are too limited to make firm recommendations.

Further research

In group 2 and 3 patients, well-designed randomised controlled trials comparing different modes of mechanical ventilation and the physiological impact on weaning are needed. Investigating the impact of ventilator-induced muscle injury and fatigue in humans is necessary.

QUESTION 5: HOW SHOULD PATIENTS WITH PROLONGED WEANING FAILURE BE MANAGED?

A significant number of patients will experience prolonged weaning failure despite multiple weaning attempts following SBTs. Although specific epidemiological data do not exist, one study showed that this population represents ~10% of ICU admissions and consumes a significant amount of the overall ICU patient-days and ~50% of financial resources [154]. Two other studies demonstrated that up to 20% of medical ICU patients remained dependent on ventilatory support after 21 days [155, 156].

Assuming that reversible factors have been optimised (e.g. cardiac, metabolic, etc.), the eventual clinical outcome of patients with prolonged weaning failure will depend on the long-term trajectory of the underlying disease. Studies have shown that patients with neuromuscular and chest wall disorders are less likely to be weaned completely compared with patients with COPD. However, the former patients have decreased mortality compared with patients with COPD, who have the highest mortality [157].
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The role of tracheostomy

Tracheostomy has become an increasingly common intervention in ICUs [158] with the introduction of percutaneous techniques performed by the intensivist at the bedside [159]. It would now be unusual for clinicians to persist with orotracheal intubation in patients perceived as being difficult to wean, in the absence of contra-indications to tracheostomy.

Proposed advantages for tracheostomy include easier airway management, improved patient comfort and communication, reduction in sedative use, earlier weaning from respiratory support, improved respiratory mechanics, earlier transition to oral feeding, reduced oropharyngeal trauma and prevention of ventilator-acquired pneumonia [156, 160]. Adverse effects include misplacement, haemorrhage, obstruction, displacement, impairment of swallowing reflexes and late tracheal stenosis. Conversely, clinicians should also consider the possibility that tracheostomy promotes only short-term survival and increases the proportion of dependent survivors suffering a heavy burden of chronic disease [156].

Patient comfort and sedation

The benefits of minimising sedation [47, 161] might be easier to achieve with a tracheostomy rather than an orotracheal tube. Also, nurses consider that tracheostomy is more comfortable for patients undergoing prolonged weaning [162]. A small prospective survey found that only four out of 20 patients shared this view [163]. Such research is complicated by problems with patient recall and communication.

Technical, mechanical and safety aspects

Tracheostomy may offer a more secure airway than a translaryngeal tube [160] with fewer accidental extubations, though this will also reflect issues of staffing and expertise. Tracheostomy may reduce WOB by improving some aspects of pulmonary mechanics [164, 165], but there is no evidence that this is linked to reductions in weaning time or length of stay. Although several studies report reduced ventilator-acquired pneumonia rates in patients with a tracheostomy compared with orotracheal tubes [166–169], this effect is inconsistent [170, 171] and most studies are methodologically weak. The issue requires further examination linked to studies examining timing of tracheostomy.

Timing of tracheostomy

Although prolonged translaryngeal intubation causes tissue trauma, promotes bacterial translocation and infection, and usually requires sedation to reduce patient discomfort, there is little evidence to guide optimal timing for a tracheostomy, in part because of the methodological diversity in the 15 studies and one systematic review which have been conducted in this area (table 8) [109, 160, 166–169, 172–181]. Only eight of these studies are randomised controlled trials, four of which have been published since 1997 [168, 169, 172, 173]. RUMBRAK et al. [169] screened 135 medical ICU patients to perform a prospective randomised study of 120 patients, with weaning and sedation protocols used to standardise care between groups. Early tracheostomy (within 2 days of admission) halved 30-day mortality rate and reduced pneumonia, accidental extubation and ICU length of stay. However, 10 out of 60 patients randomised to deferred tracheostomy weaned from ventilation without requiring this intervention, emphasising the need for better predictors of ventilator dependence [182–184]. Such predictors will need to take into account variable weaning techniques and their generalisability will be affected by case-mix variation and prior probabilities of weaning in different populations. A smaller randomised study in 44 patients with burns showed no advantage to tracheostomy performed on average at day 4 post-burn [173].

Prospective randomised trials to determine the most appropriate timing for tracheostomy will need to: ensure equipoise between participating centres; define “early”; and consider the impact of case-mix variation. Evaluation should include patient-centred outcomes.

Outcome

Cohort studies report longer duration of mechanical ventilation and ICU and hospital stay in tracheostomised patients [156, 185–187]. Effects on mortality are inconsistent [185, 188]. A retrospective 3-yr review of 549 patients with tracheostomy reported poor survival and functional outcomes [186]. The rate of tracheostomy in the North Carolina Medicare database [158] has increased over a 10-yr period from 8.3 to 24.2 cases per 100,000; 25% of patients died in hospital, 23% were discharged to a skilled-nursing facility, 35% were discharged to rehabilitation or long-term care units, and only 8% were discharged home. There are few prospective randomised controlled studies that have evaluated these factors objectively from the patients’ perspective and in terms of longer-term outcomes. The absence of such studies may reflect lack of equipoise amongst clinicians or a feeling that tracheostomy is a pragmatic approach to patient care which does not require evaluation. Research methodologies will need to adjust for local circumstances such as existence of long-term weaning facilities.

Percutaneous tracheostomy

Percutaneous dilatational tracheostomy is increasingly utilised as an alternative to conventional surgical tracheostomy. A recent meta-analysis demonstrated this technique to be associated with fewer complications compared with surgical tracheostomy [189]. No difference was observed between the two techniques regarding overall procedure-related complications or death. A recent prospective, randomised study comparing percutaneous dilatational tracheostomy with surgical tracheostomy in critically ill patients demonstrated the former to be a cost-effective alternative to surgical tracheostomy with no difference in ICU or hospital length of stay. The reduction of costs resulted from the procedure being performed in the ICU rather than consuming operating room facilities and personnel [190].

Rehabilitation

Rehabilitation is the process of restoring health or normal life by training and therapy after illness, but it would seem preferable to do this proactively by optimising and preserving physiological reserve at the earliest possible stage in acute disease, as well as trying to restore it during the later phases of chronic critical illness.

Patients who survive the acute phase of critical illness experience a wide range of physical disabilities [74], including: neuromyopathies; muscle wasting, weakness and fatigability;
joint deformities and contractures; and the additional residual disease-related damage to specific organ systems. Patients who remain ventilator-dependent in the ICU may suffer the additional burden of continued systemic inflammation and catabolism combined with limited mobility and suboptimal nutrition, and this particularly affects the neuromuscular system. One study showed that 62% of difficult-to-wean patients had neuromuscular disease sufficiently severe enough to account for ventilator dependency [48]. These observations suggest that efforts to prevent or treat respiratory muscle weakness might have a role in reducing weaning failure.

Rehabilitation efforts have focused on improving muscle power and endurance through passive and active movements, posture and different forms of exercise. Many studies show effects of modest magnitude on various surrogate measures, such as respiratory physiology, oxygen consumption, muscle fibre atrophy and protein loss. There is, however, a lack of studies demonstrating an impact of rehabilitation on the prevention or reversal of weaning failure or other clinically important outcomes.

In addition to neuromuscular disorders, patients experience other physical and psychosocial effects, such as: changes to skin and hair; endocrine impairment; disorders of sleep, mood and libido; and pain. The high symptom burden of survivors of chronic critical illness is accompanied by mortality rates of ~50% at 3 months [191]. Close family members are also affected by what is in effect a form of post-traumatic stress syndrome [192]. Since multifaceted interventions such as self-help rehabilitation programmes can improve physical function after critical illness [193], it is possible that improvements in clinical outcomes for difficult-to-wean patients might be achieved using a methodology similar to that of ventilator bundles.

### Specialised weaning units

Acute care units probably lack the necessary focus, personnel and organisational structure to care for patients with prolonged weaning failure. In contrast, specialised weaning units (SWUs) offer specialised teams (e.g., nurses, physiologists, respiratory therapists, nutritionists, etc.) and an appropriate “bridge to home” environment for such patients and their families (e.g., privacy, daytime activity, longer visiting hours and undisturbed sleep). They also relieve pressure on scarce ICU beds.

These units can be of two types: 1) step-down units or noninvasive respiratory care units within acute care hospitals; and 2) regional weaning centres that serve several acute care hospitals within the region. The type of unit preferable will depend on the healthcare structure and financing system of each individual region or country.

Observational studies indicate that 34–60% of patients in SWUs can be weaned successfully from ventilatory support. These
studies also suggest that successful weaning can occur up to 3 months after admission to these units. More importantly, the long-term mortality rate is not adversely affected by the transfer to an SWU [194, 195].

Of the successfully weaned patients, ~70% (range 50–94%) are discharged home alive; however, the 1-yr survival rate for these patients ranged 38–53%. Hence, only 5–25% of patients admitted to a specialised weaning facility can be expected to be ventilator independent and alive at home 1 yr after their initial respiratory failure (fig. 2) [196–201].

The clinical outcome of patients requiring prolonged mechanical ventilation is largely driven by the underlying disease. For example, one study showed that weaning success was highest in post-operative patients (58%) and those with acute lung injury (57%), and lowest in patients with COPD or neuromuscular disease (22%) [202]. The long-term survival rate after successful weaning is worse in patients with severe COPD compared with non-COPD patients [201].

Few studies have compared outcomes of care between SWUs and ICUs. A controlled historical study by GRACEY et al. [198] showed that the mortality rate decreased significantly after a dedicated ventilator unit had been opened inside an acute care hospital. However, given service pressures and financial constraints, it is unlikely that randomised controlled comparisons will be performed.

SWUs may be cost-effective alternatives to acute ICUs. Several observational studies estimate lower daily costs for care of ventilator-dependent patients in SWUs [157, 203–205], primarily through lower salaries, and reduced building charges, monitoring (e.g. noninvasive), technical equipment (e.g. portable ventilators), cost of diagnostics and therapeutics.

Weaning strategies used in SWUs have included intermittent mandatory ventilation/PS, PSV, and T-tube trials [26, 202, 203, 206, 207]. VITACCA et al. [26] studied 75 COPD patients randomised to PSV or T-tube SBT, both of which were delivered via the use of protocols. No significant difference was found in weaning success rate (73 versus 77% in the PSV and SBT group, respectively) and mortality rate (11.5 versus 7.6%). However, when the outcomes of applying these defined protocols were retrospectively compared with prior uncontrolled clinical practice, the 30-day weaning success rate was significantly greater (87 versus 70%). Thus, in difficult-to-wean patients, the use of clearly defined protocols, independent of the mode used, may result in better outcomes than uncontrolled clinical practice.

Many issues remain unresolved for SWUs. These include admission criteria, minimum operating standards and staff qualifications. Although some SWUs accept every ventilator-dependent patient, most apply admission criteria, such as two documented failed weaning trials [198], the presence of a tracheostomy tube, clinical stability and the potential to benefit from rehabilitation [208, 209]. These criteria may (appropriately) select patients who are more likely to benefit but may also favourably influence the outcome data of individual SWUs. Standards for the establishment of SWUs might include acceptable nurse/patient ratios, the requirement for a supervising pulmonary physician, qualifications of respiratory therapists and the presence of certain specialised staff members (e.g. nutritionists, psychologists, etc.). Without such benchmarking, the possibility exists of transferring patients from a well-functioning ICU to a less-than-optimal SWU.

Home ventilation

As previously noticed, a significant number of patients with prolonged weaning failure remain ventilator dependent, requiring long-term ventilatory support, which may now be provided as NIV in the home setting. A study from Cleveland (OH, USA) [208] in patients following ARDS, cardiothoracic surgery or with COPD showed that 9% of patients were discharged home with partial ventilatory support, with 1% using NIV and 8% requiring partial mechanical ventilation via the tracheostomy. SCHONHOFER et al. [201] showed that in a predominantly COPD population, 75% were discharged home from an SWU, of whom 31.5% required home NIV. A UK study [157] reported that of surviving patients, 38% were fully weaned and 35% required further home ventilation, with the majority using NIV.

Terminal care for the ventilator-dependent patient

Studies have measured the quality of life of patients after prolonged mechanical support [210–212] and of those patients receiving home mechanical ventilation [213–217]. While these studies report varying results, there are a significant number of patients who rate their quality of life as being low. Patients with COPD rate their quality of life lower than those patients with neuromuscular disorders [216]. The existence of a poor quality of life coupled with the prospect of low survival rates might prompt autonomous patients who are ventilator dependent to consider withdrawal of mechanical ventilation or those who are not ventilator dependent may decide to forgo future ventilatory attempts. Shared decision making is the most appropriate model for forgoing life-sustaining support, and clinicians will need to provide accurate prognostic...
information because such information has been shown to influence patients’ preferences regarding resuscitation [218]. When patients lack decision-making capacity, the laws of individual regions and countries will determine the legal permissibility of surrogates’ (medical or nonmedical) decisions to forgo life-sustaining support. These laws, and the circumstances in which they may be applied, vary widely, and in some European countries are currently under review. There are also substantial personal, religious and cultural biases which affect the behaviour of care givers [219, 220]. Of concern are studies demonstrating poor communication between the physicians of critically ill patients and their families [221] or termination of support without family input [222]. SWUs should ensure that these issues are openly discussed and incorporated in management policies.

Several recent studies suggest that routine palliative care or ethics consultation can improve the quality of decision making regarding withdrawing mechanical ventilation in the acute ICU setting [223–225]. Input from palliative care specialists and ethicists in the chronic setting would seem appropriate as well. Several commentators offer guidance for clinicians in the practical aspects of withdrawing mechanical ventilation, including the development of a standardised order form for the withdrawal of life support in the ICU [226, 227].

Recommendations

Studies of rehabilitation should examine multifaceted interventions focused on improving patient-centred outcomes. Care bundles might be a relevant research methodology for this purpose. SWUs may be cost-effective for certain groups of patients with prolonged weaning failure but guidelines are needed for admission criteria, minimum structural and operating standards, and risk-adjusted benchmarks that permit assessment of efficacy and safety. NIV in the home setting might be considered an option for patients with prolonged weaning failure after careful attention to home discharge planning. Decisions to withhold or withdraw mechanical ventilatory support should reflect a shared decision-making model that is informed by a full disclosure of prognostic data and should be based on patient-centred interests and values.

Further research

Adequately powered clinical studies of tracheostomy should evaluate optimal timing and longer-term patient-centred outcomes. Controlled studies are needed to assess the impact of mechanical ventilatory support after hospitalisation, especially in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease patients, addressing outcomes such as exacerbation frequency, health status and costs. Further studies are required to delineate the process of terminal discontinuation of ventilatory support in specialised weaning units.
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